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Nonlinear development of strong current-driven instabilities can cause selective acceleration of3He
ions through H cyclotron waves with frequenciesv.2V3He (V3He is the cyclotron frequency of
3He). Energies of these ions are studied theoretically and numerically. Theoretical expressions for
the wave numbers,ki and k' , of the H cyclotron waves withv.2V3He and for the maximum
energy of3He ions are presented. As initial electron drift speedvd increases, the value ofk'

decreases; which leads to the increase in the maximum3He energy. Simulation results for the wave
numbers and for the maximum3He energy obtained by a two-dimensional, electrostatic, particle
code are quantitatively in good agreement with the theory. It is also shown that when the initial
electron drift energy is of the order of 10 keV, many3He ions can be accelerated to energies of the
order of MeV/n. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1650846#

I. INTRODUCTION

During solar flares, high-energy particles are produced.
The compositions of these energetic particles are different
between gradual and impulsive flares; the two categories of
solar flares are commonly divided on the basis of duration of
soft x-ray emission.1

Energetic particles from the gradual flares are dominated
by protons, and the elemental compositions of the heavy ions
are, on average, similar to those of the background solar
coronal plasma.2,3 It has been experimentally realized that
the energetic ions in these events are produced by shock
waves~Ref. 4 and references therein!. Theoretically, a large-
amplitude magnetosonic shock wave accelerates all the
heavy ions to nearly the same speed,5,6 which would explain
the observed compositions of the energetic heavy ions.

On the other hand, in impulsive flares, the abundance of
energetic3He ions is extremely enhanced.7–10The abundance
ratio of 3He/4He in energetic particles sometimes exceeds
unity, although this ratio is usually;1024 in the solar co-
rona. In these3He rich events, the abundances of Fe, Si, Mg,
etc., also tend to increase. Very high charged states were
reported for Fe ions;11,12 this suggests that the electron tem-
perature is considerably beyond 1 keV in the acceleration
region.

The 3He rich events are associated with enhancement of
1–100 keV electrons13,14 and possess impulsive hard x-ray
emission in the early phases of the flares~Ref. 9 and refer-
ences therein!. A standard interpretation of this hard x-ray
emission is that the electrons are initially accelerated to en-
ergies*10 keV, and then stream along the magnetic field
toward and into the chromosphere, producing bremsstrah-
lung via interaction with ambient protons. The number of
energetic electrons can be comparable to the electron content
of the whole flare region (;1038) ~e.g., Ref. 15!. The hard
x-ray emission is observed to be followed, with a little time
delay, by a soft x-ray emission from heated plasma.16,17This

indicates that the electrons exist initially as an energetic
beam with relatively cold temperature and are heated later.
The density and velocity distribution of the electrons at the
original acceleration place are unclear, and the electron ac-
celeration mechanism has been unresolved.18 However, it
seems plausible that, near the original place, the density of
the energetic electrons is so high that the total electron ve-
locity distribution~including background electrons with zero
stream speed! has a positive slope.

As a mechanism for selective energization of3He ions,
cyclotron resonances with waves are believed to be impor-
tant, and several theories have been developed over the years
~Refs. 19–24 and references therein!. There are, however,
some conflicts between these models and observations. For
example, Fisk19 proposed that the resonant heating of3He
ions is due to electrostatic4He cyclotron waves with frequen-
ciesv.V3He (V3He is the cyclotron frequency of3He ions!.
There, as a wave generation mechanism, instabilities due to
electron currents parallel to the magnetic field were studied
based on the linear theory; the entire electrons were assumed
to have a shifted Maxwellian distribution. Fisk’s model re-
quires a high4He-to-H density ratio,n4He/nH*0.2. In Ref.
23, it was shown that H cyclotron waves withv.2V3He are
destabilized by electron currents if the electron temperature
Te is sufficiently higher than the H temperatureTH . This
condition agrees with the observations because the electron
temperature in the acceleration region tends to be consider-
ably beyond 1 keV~Refs. 11 and 12!. However, the accel-
eration of3He ions to energies of the order of MeV/n cannot
be explained.

Furthermore, these previous models assumed that the in-
stabilities are driven by very weak currents withvd,vTe ;
here,vd is the initial electron drift speed along the magnetic
field, andvTe is the initial electron thermal speed. However,
as mentioned above, energetic electron beams with a rela-
tively cold temperature (vd.vTe) can exist in the early
phases of the flares. On the basis of the linear stability
theory, it was expected that such electrons would destabilize
many kinds of waves with a wide range of frequencies anda!Electronic mail: toida@plab.phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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that selective acceleration of3He ions would be difficult.23

Another mechanism for the enhancement of energetic
3He ions was presented by Temerin and Roth,25 who stated
that the selective acceleration of3He ions is due to electro-
magnetic H cyclotron waves withv.V3He. Motivated by
the Earth’s auroral observations of keV electron beams and
electromagnetic H cyclotron waves, they considered insta-
bilities via electron beams in the background electrons and
ions. Miller and Viñas26 later studied their model in detail
and predicted that an electron beam with several keV~the
beam velocity is assumed to be larger than its thermal veloc-
ity, vd.vTe) could produce3He ions with energies of the
order of MeV/n via the electromagnetic H cyclotron waves.
In these studies, however, the effects of two-stream and
electron-plasma waves were neglected, although these waves
have much greater growth rates than electromagnetic H cy-
clotron waves. The fast growing waves would change the
electron velocity distribution significantly and could prevent
the electromagnetic H cyclotron waves from growing.

Recently, Paesoldet al.27,28 presented that parallel
propagating, left-hand polarized electromagnetic waves
driven by electron firehose instabilities, can selectively ac-
celerate3He ions. These electron firehose instabilities are
excited by the electron temperature anisotropy (Tei.Te')
that is expected to occur in the course of the energization of
electrons during the impulsive phase of flares; here the sub-
scriptsi and' denote quantities parallel and perpendicular
to the magnetic field, respectively. It was suggested that
these instabilities could account for the acceleration of ions
up to MeV/n. However, the wave amplitude was assumed to
be determined by the linear growth rates, although the wave
saturation is a nonlinear process.

All the above models were thus based on the linear
theory of plasma instabilities. In order to study the associated
energy transport to ions, nonlinear effects of the instabilities
should be investigated in a self-consistent manner. Recently,
current-driven instabilities in a multi-ion-species plasma
have been investigated by means of a two-dimensional~two
space and three velocity components!, electrostatic particle
simulation code with full ion and electron dynamics29–31

where all the electrons were assumed to be initially drifting.
It has been found that the nonlinear effects of the instabilities
strongly influence energy transfer from electrons to heavy
ions. ~These nonlinear effects were not shown in Ref. 32
where the authors were motivated by observations of ion
heating in the Earth’s ionosphere and studied electrostatic
ion cyclotron instabilities, which were driven by electrons
with a shifted Maxwellian distribution.! Electron currents
with vd.vTe destabilize Buneman waves at first,33 as pre-
dicted by the linear theory. However, the Buneman waves
quickly saturate owing to electron trapping.34–36The electron
trapping drastically changes the shape of electron velocity
distribution function,f e(v i), and significantly broadens its
width. Because of this broadening off e(v i), the effective
electron temperatureTei rises significantly. The saturation
level of Tei is estimated as

Tei;mevd
2/2. ~1!

On the other hand, the ion temperature rises little. Thus, a
plasma withTei higher thanTH is produced. The change in
f e(v i) then destabilizes the electrostatic H cyclotron waves
which were marginal in the initial state; the phase velocities
of these waves are

v/ki.vd . ~2!

These waves eventually grow to the largest amplitudes and
strongly influence energy transport to heavy ions.

In Ref. 37, particle simulations were carried out for a
plasma containing H,4He, and3He ions, and it was demon-
strated that nonlinear development of current-driven insta-
bilities with vd.vTe can cause selective acceleration of3He
ions. This acceleration is caused by H cyclotron waves with
frequencies near 2V3He. The dispersion relation was theo-
retically and numerically analyzed in order to show the con-
dition where these waves become dominant. The growth
rates of these waves can be written as

g5an

]g~v i!

]v i
U

v i5v/ki

, ~3!

whereg(v i) is the electron parallel distribution function~the
expression foran will be presented in Sec. II!. It was found
that an have the largest values atv.2V3He, if Tei

*10TH . ~The frequencies and growth rates are almost inde-
pendent of the values of the magnetic field and the plasma
density.! These results indicate that if an electron beam with
its initial drift energy higher than 1 keV exists, and the ef-
fective electron temperature becomesTei*1 keV, in the so-
lar corona whereTH5100 eV, the H cyclotron waves with
v.2V3He would eventually grow to large amplitudes and
would preferentially accelerate3He ions. This prediction
agrees with the observation that3He rich events are almost
accompanied by energetic electrons with 1–100 keV,9,13,14

and the electron temperature in the acceleration region is
high.11,12

In the simulation, the entire electrons were assumed to
have a shifted Maxwellian distribution at the timet50, and
background electrons withvd50 were not included. How-
ever, the theory, expressed by Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~3!, can be
applied to a situation where background electrons exist.~The
initial growing waves are electron plasma waves when the
background temperature is relatively cold. The electron
plasma waves change the electron velocity distribution func-
tion, which destabilize H cyclotron waves withv/ki;vd .)
The theory gives a good estimate of when the density of the
energetic electrons is high.

In these studies, however, the maximum energy of3He
ions was not given. In this paper, we have obtained the maxi-
mum energy using theory and simulation. We then show that
if the initial electron energy is of the order of 10 keV~and
the electron temperature becomesTei;10 keV), many3He
ions with energies of the order of MeV/n would be pro-
duced. These results explain the observations that, in3He
rich events, many3He ions are accelerated to energies of the
order of MeV/n.9,10

In Sec. II, we give theoretical expressions for the wave
numbers,ki and k' , of the H cyclotron waves withv
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.2V3He, assuming that the wave phase velocities arev/ki

;vd and that the effective electron temperature isTei

;mevd
2 . We will also give a theoretical estimate for the

maximum energy of3He ions accelerated by these waves. It
is then found that as the initial electron drift speedvd in-
creases, the value ofk' decreases, and the maximum3He
energy thus increases. In Sec. III, we present results obtained
by a two-dimensional, electrostatic, particle code with full
ion and electron dynamics. Setting electrons to have a shifted
Maxwellian distribution att50, we study how the wave
numbers of the H cyclotron waves and the maximum3He
energy depend onvd . The observed wave numbers and the
observed maximum3He energy are both in agreement with
the theory. It is also shown that as the3He density decreases,
the fraction of high-energy3He ions increases. In Sec. IV, we
compare the theory with the observations. Assuming that the
initial electron drift energy is of the order of 10 keV and that
the electron temperature also becomes this value, we esti-
mateki andk' of the H cyclotron wave withv52V3He. We
then show that the corresponding maximum3He energy is of
the order of MeV/n. Furthermore, by numerically calculat-
ing the orbits of many test particles in the wave, we demon-
strate that many3He ions can be accelerated to these ener-
gies. In Sec. V, we summarize our work.

In our theoretical model, we assume that the original
density of the energetic electrons is high and that a positive
slope exists in electron velocity distribution function. It is
deduced from the spectrum of the bremsstrahlung in the solar
flares that the velocity distribution of the energetic electrons
has no positive slope.18 This discrepancy can be explained as
follows: We consider an energetic electron beam produced in
the initial stage of the flare and assume that its beam density
is high and its stream velocity parallel magnetic field is
larger than its thermal velocity. This situation is very un-
stable, and relaxation to the distribution without the positive
slope can occur in a short time~according to the simulation
results, it can be of the order of, at most, the ion cyclotron
period!. The ratio of its relaxation time to the slowing-down
time of the electrons through collisions with background ions
can be estimated as;1022, where the magnetic field, ion
density, and electron energy are assumed to beB5100 G,
nH51010 cm23, andmevd

2510 keV, respectively. Therefore,
before the bremsstrahlung occurs, the density of the ener-

getic electrons would be significantly reduced and the posi-
tive slope in the distribution would be relaxed.

II. THEORY

We consider instabilities by energetic electrons that are
expected to be produced in the initial phases of flares and to
then stream along the magnetic field. We assume that the
electron stream velocityvd is larger than its thermal speed
vTe , and the beam density is so high that the total electron
velocity distribution has a positive slope. We also assume
that after development of the first growing waves, effective
electron temperature becomesTei;mevd

2 , and then electro-
static H cyclotron waves with phase velocityv/ki.vd are
destabilized. We estimate the wave numbers of the H cyclo-
tron waves and the maximum energy of3He ions accelerated
by these waves. Inhomogeneities of the background plasma
and the magnetic field are neglected.

A. Wave number of H cyclotron waves

We give theoretical expressions for the wave numbers of
H cyclotron waves withv.2V3He in a plasma withTei

.Te' , TH . In the case of strong current-driven instabilities,
the electron temperature is related to the initial electron drift
speed asTei;mevd

2 . It was theoretically and numerically
shown that the waves withv.2V3He andv/ki;vd grow to
the largest amplitudes ifTei*10TH .37

We assume that the electron distribution function is writ-
ten as

f ~v i ,v'!5
1

~2p!3/2vTeivTe'
2 expS 2

v'
2

2vTe'
2 D g~v i!. ~4!

We consider waves whose wave numbers and frequencies are

uv2nV i u/~kivTi!@1, uv2nVeu/~kivTei!!1,
~5!k're!1,

wherevTi is the thermal velocity of ions, andre is the elec-
tron Larmor radius. We keep ion thermal effects in the per-
pendicular direction and electron thermal effects in the par-
allel direction.

We shortly describe the growth rates of the H cyclotron
waves, which are given by

gn5an

]g~v i!

]v i
U

v i5v/ki

~6!

with an

an5F4pnHqH
2

TH
(

n852`

`
n8VHGn8~mH!

~v r2n8VH!2 1
4pnHeqHe

2

THe
(

n852`

`
n8VHeGn8~mHe!

~v r2n8V4He!
2 G21

, ~7!

whereGn(m j )5I n(m j )exp(2mj) with I n being the modified
Bessel function of thenth order. The quantitym j is defined
asm j5k'

2 r j
2 with r j being the gyroradius,nj is the density,

qj is the charge, andTj is the temperature. The effects of3He
ions on the waves are neglected, because the abundance of

3He ions is much smaller than those of H and4He ions in the
solar corona. IfTe*10TH , an is the greatest atv.2V3He.
~Strictly, the frequency differences from 2V3He are of the
order ofTH /Tei .37 We here neglect these differences.!

In order to obtain the theoretical expressions forv r , we
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approximateg(v i) as a Maxwellian distribution with thermal
velocity vTe . Retaining thenth and (n11)th terms of H
ions and the 0th term of4He ions, we write dispersion rela-
tion of thenth harmonic H cyclotron waves as

v

VH
511

nHTei

neTH
nGn~mH!H 11

nHTei

neTH
F12G0~mH!

2Gn~mH!1nGn11~mH!1
me

mH

Ve
2

vpe
2 mHG

1
qHe

2 nHeTHe

e2neTe
@12G0~mHe!#J 21

. ~8!

In a plasma withTei.TH , the fundamental (n51) waves
with small k' ,

k'rH,1, ~9!

become important.37 For these waves, we set Eq.~8! into the
form

v.S 11
nHTei

2neTH
k'

2 rH
2 DVH . ~10!

SubstitutingTei;mevd
2 into Eq. ~10!, we obtaink' of the

v.2V3He waves as

k'rH;FnemHvTH
2

nHmevd
2 S 2V3He2VH

VH
D G . ~11!

As the initial electron drift speedvd increases,k' decreases.
We estimateki from Eq. ~2! as

ki.2V3He/vd . ~12!

The ratio ofk' to ki is written as

k'

ki
.FmHne

menH
S 2V3He2VH

V3He
D G1/2

@1. ~13!

Hence, the waves propagate nearly perpendicular to the am-
bient magnetic field, and the perpendicular electric fielduE'u
is much greater than the parallel oneuEiu.

Electromagnetic components in these waves are negli-
gible. In the extremely long wavelength region, electrostatic
H cyclotron waves would be connected to magnetosonic
waves.38 Hence, we can write the condition where the elec-
trostatic approximation is valid as

v/k',vA , ~14!

wherevA is the Alfvén speed. For H cyclotron waves with
v;VH , Eq. ~14! is written as

k'rH.vTH
/vA . ~15!

In coronal magnetic tubes,vTH
/vA is extremely small. In

fact, for B;102 G, nH;108 cm23, and TH;100 eV, we
havevTH

/vA.631023. Thus, if vTH
/vA,k'rH,1 is sat-

isfied, the electromagnetic components are negligible.
We do not consider electromagnetic waves with much

longer wavelengths, although a part of the electron free en-
ergy may be transferred to those waves. WhenTei5TH , the
electromagnetic waves might be important, because the elec-
trostatic H cyclotron waves have only small growth rates. In

a plasma withTei.TH , however, the growth rates of the
electrostatic waves become much greater. From Eq.~7!, val-
ues ofa1 can be approximated as

a1;lDH
2 VHD2/~k'

2 rH
2 !, ~16!

wherelDH is the H Debye length, andD is D5v2VH . As
discussed in the previous paper,37 we can roughly estimate as
D.0.1 andk'rH;1 for Tei /TH51. As Tei /TH increases,D
increases andk'rH decreases; which leads to the increase in
the growth rates.

B. Basic equations for accelerated ions

We consider particle orbits in an electrostatic H cyclo-
tron wave under three assumptions;~1! the wave amplitude
does not change in time,~2! its frequency is nearnV (n is
integer andV is the cyclotron frequency of the particle!, ~3!
the amplitude is so small that the stochastic acceleration39,40

does not occur. The particles satisfying the resonance condi-
tion, v2nV2kiv i.0, will then be accelerated, and their
Larmor radii will increase. However, the acceleration will
not continue infinitely, and the upper limit of the Larmor
radius exists. We give the maximum Larmor radiusrMax .

Suppose thatki is much smaller thank' , as shown by
Eq. ~13!. Then, for the resonant particles withv2nV
2kiv i.0, we have a constant of motion,Jn0(k'r)cosj
~Refs. 40 and 41 and references therein!. Here, the magnetic
field is set to be in thez direction, and the wave is assumed
to propagate in the (x,z) plane. The quantityj is defined as

j[nu2~v2kiv i!t1k'xg01kiz0 , ~17!

whereu andxg0 are the gyration phase and the initial posi-
tion of the gyration center, respectively. Using the initial con-
ditions, we write the constant of motion as

Jn~k'r!cosj5Jn~k'r0!cosj0 . ~18!

Equation ~18! shows thatr becomes maximum at cosj
561, and its valuerMax satisfies

uJn~k'rMax!u5uJn~k'r0!cosj0u. ~19!

The zero points of the Bessel functionJn gives the maxi-
mum energy of3He ions. When the initial Larmor radiusr0

is much smaller than the perpendicular wavelength,

k'r0!1, ~20!

the left-hand side of Eq.~19! is extremely small. Then,rMax

can be estimated from

Jn~k'rMax!.0. ~21!

That is, the value ofk'rMax corresponds to the first zero
point of the Bessel functionJn and is written as

k'rMax;
p

2 S n1
3

2D . ~22!

The ratio of the maximum Larmor radius to the initial one is
given by

rMax

r0
;

p

2 S n1
3

2D 1

k'r0
. ~23!
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If k'r0!1, rMax is much greater thanr0 . We also note that
rMax is almost independent ofj0 . The particles can have the
maximum Larmor radius given by Eq.~21!, almost indepen-
dent of the initial gyration phaseu0 or the initial position,
xg0 andz0 .

C. Maximum energy of 3He ions

As described in Sec. II A,3He ions are accelerated by the
H cyclotron waves withv.2V3He. These waves have long
wavelengths,k'rH!1. Suppose that the initial3He tempera-
ture is equal to the H temperature. Then, most of the3He ions
would satisfy Eq.~20!. From Eq.~22! with n52, we estimate
the maximum Larmor radiusrMax of the 3He ions as

rmax.5/k' . ~24!

The ratio of the maximum energy to the initial thermal
energy is written as

vMax
2

vT3He

2 .
25

~k'rH!2

vTH

2

vT3He

2

V3He
2

VH
2 , ~25!

wherevTH
and vT3He are the initial thermal velocities of H

and 3He ions, respectively. Equation~25! shows that in the
wave with k'rH!1, the maximum3He energy is much
greater than the initial one. Ask' decreases, the maximum
3He energy increases.

Using Eq.~11!, we approximately write Eq.~25! as

vMax
2

vT3He

2 ;25
mevd

2

T3He

V3He

~2V3He2VH!
;50

mevd
2

T3He
, ~26!

whereT3He is the initial 3He temperature. The maximum3He
energy is proportional to the initial electron drift energy
mevd

2 .

III. SIMULATION

A. Method and parameters

By means of a two-dimensional~two space and three
velocity components! electrostatic particle code with full ion
and electron dynamics, we study the evolution of the ener-
gies of 3He ions accelerated by nonlinear development of
strong current-driven instabilities. Since the simulation
method was described in detail in the pervious paper,37 we
only briefly mention it. We consider a plasma consisting of
electrons, H,4He, and3He ions. Their total numbers in the
simulation are Ne516 777 216, NH512 783 616, N4He

51 597 440, and N3He5399 360. The mass ratios are
mH /me5100, m4He/mH54, andm3He/mH53; the charge ra-
tios areqH /uqeu51, q4He/qH52, andq3He/qH52. The sys-
tem size isLx3Ly5512Dg31024Dg , whereDg is the grid
spacing. We use periodic boundary conditions in both thex
andy directions. The external magnetic field is in they di-
rection. The electron cyclotron frequency is set to be
uVeu/vpe54, wherevpe is the electron plasma frequency.
The time step isvpeDt50.1.

We assume that the ions have isotropic Maxwellian ve-
locity distribution functions att50, and that the entire elec-
trons have a shifted Maxwellian distribution with the initial

drift speedvd along the magnetic field. The initial electron
temperature is equal to the ion temperature,Te05Ti0 , where
i denotes H,4He, or 3He.

Although the initial electron distribution used in the
simulation may be hardly formed in solar flares, this simula-
tion system enables us to qualitatively understand energy
transfer from electrons to3He ions through nonlinear pro-
cesses of the instabilities. We here pay attention to how the
wave numbers of H cyclotron waves and the maximum en-
ergy of 3He ions depend onvd . We also compare simulation
results with the theory that can be applied to cases where the
initial electron distribution is not a shifted Maxwellian dis-
tribution.

B. Wave properties and 3He energy

According to the linear theory based on these initial con-
ditions, Buneman waves are unstable, while H cyclotron
waves are almost stable. Certainly, as shown in Refs. 31 and
37, the Buneman waves grow at first. However, they quickly
saturate owing to electron trapping. The electron trapping
drastically changes the shape of the electron velocity distri-
bution functionf e(v i); which leads to the rise in the electron
temperature. The H cyclotron waves are then destabilized by
the change inf e(v i). The waves withv.2V3He and v/ki

.vd become dominant and preferentially accelerate3He
ions.

Figure 1 shows time variations of the total perpendicular

FIG. 1. Time variations of the total perpendicular energies of H,4He, and
3He ions, and time variation ofuEku2 of the H cyclotron wave with
(kirH ,k'rH)5(0.031,0.43). The ion energies are normalized to their initial
values, and the wave amplitudeuEku2 is normalized tomevTe

2 .
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energies of H,4He, and3He ions and of the H cyclotron
wave that grows to the largest amplitude.~Here, the initial
electron drift speed is set to bevd54Te .) We see that the
3He ions are selectively accelerated. The H cyclotron wave is
destabilized atvpet.200 and saturates atvpet.800; the
saturation is caused by the flattening off e(v i) around the
phase velocity of the wave.31 After the timevpet.800, the
wave is damped because of the energy transfer to the3He
ions. At vpet.1700, the wave amplitude is significantly de-
creased, and the3He energy saturates.

Only a small part of the initial electron free energy
~about 0.03! is converted to the energies of the H cyclotron
waves. Most of their wave energies are then transferred to
the 3He ions. As shown by Eq.~1!, a large part of the initial
free energy is converted to the electron thermal energy.

Figure 2 shows a contour map of the power spectrum for
many H cyclotron waves in the (v,ki) plane; the data from
vpet50 to 4000 is used. Contour lines of phase velocity
v/ki are also plotted. The waves withv.2V3He and v/ki

.vd eventually become dominant. The H cyclotron wave
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 is one of these waves.

Now, we compare simulation results with the theory. Ac-
cording to the theory, the values ofk' of the H cyclotron

waves withv.2V3He depend onvd . We have performed
simulations with various values ofvd and obtained Fig. 3,
where the value ofk' of the largest amplitude wave is shown
as a function ofvd . The dots are simulation results, and the
solid line represents the theoretical prediction, Eq.~11!. The
simulation results are in good agreement with the theory. As
vd increases,k' decreases.

Figure 4 shows energy distributions of the3He ions for
vd /vTe53, 4, and 6, at the timevpet52000. The maximum
3He energy increases withvd , as Eq.~26! predicts. Figure 5
shows the maximum3He energy as a function ofk' of the
largest amplitude wave. The solid line represents the theoret-
ical value estimated from Eq.~25!. The simulation results
also agree with the theory.

C. Fraction of high-energy 3He ions

Equation~25! indicates that the maximum3He energy is
independent of the3He densityn3He. However, the fraction
of high-energy3He ions may depend onn3He. In order to
study this, we have performed simulations assuming that
n3Heq3He/(n4Heq4He)51/4, 1/16, and 1/400. In the case of
1/400, we use the fine particle method42 for the 3He ions;
q3He50.02qH , m3He50.03mH , N3He5399 360, and the initial
thermal velocity isvT3He

50.026vTe .

FIG. 2. Power spectrum of H cyclotron waves and contour lines of phase
velocity v/ki in the (v,ki) plane. Vertical line represents the frequencyv
52V3He5(4/3)VH .

FIG. 3. Wave numberk' of the largest amplitude wave as a function ofvd .

FIG. 4. Energy distributions of3He ions for vd /vTe53, 4, and 6. The
energies of the3He ions are normalized to their initial thermal energies.

FIG. 5. The maximum energy of3He ions as a function ofk' of the largest
amplitude wave.
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Figure 6 shows the energy distributions of the3He ions
at vpet54000 forn3Heq3He/(n4Heq4He)51/4, 1/16, and 1/400
~the initial electron drift speedvd is set to bevd /vTe54).
The fraction of energetic particles such thatv'

2 /vT3He

2 .50

increases asn3He decreases.
Figure 7 shows time variations of the total energies of

3He ions. Asn3He decreases, the saturation level ofK/K0

increases, whereK0 is the initial energy. This is because in a
plasma with smallern3He, a larger part of the3He ions are
accelerated to high energies, as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 8 shows evolution of the H cyclotron waves with
v.2V3He andv/ki.vd . In a plasma with smallern3He, the
wave keeps a large amplitude for a longer time, because the
damping due to the3He ions is weaker. Thus, we expect that
in the solar corona withn3He/n4He;1024, the H cyclotron
waves with v.2V3He would keep large amplitudes for a
much longer time, and the fraction of energetic3He ions
would be much greater.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS

It has been reported that3He rich events are almost al-
ways accompanied by energetic electrons with 1–100
keV.9,14 In this section, we suppose that electron drift energy
is of the order of 10 keV. We then estimate the wave number
of an electrostatic H cyclotron wave that would be destabi-
lized by these electrons. Energies of3He ions accelerated by
this wave are studied theoretically and numerically.

Although the simulation is started with a situation where
all the electrons are drifting, the discussion in this section
can be applied to situations where background electrons ex-
ist; the total electron velocity distribution must have a posi-
tive slope nearv i5vd . The theory gives a good estimate of
when the beam density is high.

From Eqs.~11! and~12!, we obtain (ki ,k') of the wave
with v52V3He andv/ki5vd as

~kirH ,k'rH!;~0.0011,0.045!. ~27!

Here, we assume that the initial electron drift energy is
mevd

2/2540 keV, and that the temperature of H ions isTH

5100 eV. The H density is set to be equal to the electron
density; the effects of3He and 4He ions on the wave are
neglected. As described in Sec. II, the electromagnetic ef-
fects are negligible.

Suppose that the magnetic field is 100 G, the parallel and
perpendicular wavelengths of the H cyclotron waves are of
the order of 105 cm and 104 cm, respectively. They are much
smaller than the typical flare size, 109 cm. Hence, we neglect
effects of inhomogeneities of the background plasma on the
waves.

Substituting Eq.~27! into Eq.~25!, we estimate the ratio
of the maximum3He energy to the initial thermal energy as

vmax
2

vT3He

2 ;104, ~28!

where the initial3He temperature is assumed to be equal to
the H temperature, 100 eV. That is, the maximum3He energy

FIG. 6. Energy distributions of3He ions in the three plasmas with
n3Heq3He /(n4Heq4He)51/4, 1/16, and 1/400. The initial electron drift speedvd

is set to bevd /vTe54.

FIG. 7. Time variations of the total perpendicular energies of3He ions for
r[n3Heq3He /(n4Heq4He)51/4, 1/16, and 1/400. The energies are normalized
to their initial values.

FIG. 8. Time variations of the amplitudes of the H cyclotron waves with
v.2V3He and v/ki.vd , in the three plasmas wherer
[n3Heq3He /(n4Heq4He)51/4, 1/16, and 1/400.
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is of the order of 1 MeV/n, which is the same as the ob-
served energies of3He ions in the3He rich events.9,13

Test particle simulation: Now, in order to study energies
of many 3He ions, we numerically calculate test particle or-
bits in a stationary monochromatic H cyclotron wave with
the wave number given by Eq.~27!. Initially, particles are
distributed uniformly in space with a Maxwellian velocity
distribution. The total number of the test particles isN3He

58192. The wave amplitude is set to beÊ051.0, whereÊ0

is the electric field normalized tovTHB0 /c. The electron-to-
ion mass ratio is set to bemH /me51,836. Numerical inte-
gration of the equation of motion is performed with Adams–
Bashforth–Moulton method.43

Figure 9 shows phase space plots (v i ,v') of the test3He
particles atV3Het50 and 800. The particles are accelerated
perpendicularly to the magnetic field. AtV3Het5800, most
of the particles have large velocities,v' /vT3He

;100, almost
independent of the initial gyration phase or the initial posi-
tion, as predicted by Eq.~21!. Evidently, many3He ions can
be accelerated to the energy of the order of MeV/n.

Almost all the particles resonate with the wave. In Fig.
9, the maximum value of the parallel velocity atVH5800 is
about 4vT3He

. Even for the particles with this parallel veloc-
ity, the resonance condition is well satisfied becausev
22V3He2kiv i.231023V3He.

The 3He ions are accelerated to the energy of the order
of MeV/n in a very short time. AssumingB5100 G, we
estimate its acceleration time as;1023 s. The3He ions then
travel only a short distance (;104 cm) along the magnetic
field during this period; this distance is much smaller than
the characteristic scale length of solar coronal tubes
(109 cm). Therefore, inhomogeneities of the magnetic field
do not limit the acceleration of3He ions.

We compare the wave energy with the initial electron
free energy. Suppose that the H cyclotron wave with the
electric-field amplitudeE0 is excited in a plasma. Then, the
total energy of the wave is written as44

Wk,v5euE0u2/~16p!, ~29!

with

e511
vpe

2

k2vTe
2 1(

n

vpH
2 VHGn~k'

2 rH
2 !

k2vTH
2 ~v2nVH!2 . ~30!

The ratio of the wave energy to the initial electron free en-
ergy is written as

Wk,v

nemevd
2 5

euÊ0u2

4

vTH
2

vd
2

uVeu2

vpe
2 . ~31!

Assuming that uÊ0u51.0, v52V 3He, and Ve /vpe

53 (B.100 G, ne.108 cm23), we estimate this ratio as
;1021. The wave energy is smaller than the initial free en-
ergy.

We now calculate the ratio of the3He total energy to the
wave energy, which is given by

n3Hem3HevMax
2

Wk,v

5
43104

euÊ0u2

n3Hem3He

nHme

vpe
2

uVeu2
, ~32!

where all the3He ions are assumed to be accelerated to the
energy given by Eq.~28!. This ratio is of the order of 0.1.
Thus, the damping due to the3He ions is small, even if all
the 3He ions are accelerated to the energy 104 times as high
as the initial one.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

We have studied energies of3He ions accelerated by
strong current-driven instabilities. The acceleration is via the
H cyclotron waves with frequenciesv.2V3He and phase
velocitiesv/ki;vd . We have given a theoretical expression
for the wave numbers,ki andk' , of these waves as a func-
tion of the initial electron drift speedvd . We have also theo-
retically estimated the maximum energy of3He ions acceler-
ated by these waves. Asvd increases, the value ofk'

decreases, and the corresponding maximum3He energy in-
creases. By means of a two-dimensional~two space and three
velocity components!, electrostatic, particle code with full
ion and electron dynamics, we have performed simulations.
The observed wave number of the H cyclotron waves and the
observed maximum3He energy are both in good agreement
with the theory. It is also demonstrated that the fraction of
energetic3He ions increases as the3He density decreases.

Based on the theory given in this paper, we have esti-
matedki and k' of the H cyclotron waves that would be
destabilized by electrons with initial drift energies of the or-
der of 10 keV. We then showed that the corresponding maxi-
mum 3He energy is of the order of MeV/n. Furthermore, the
test particle simulation demonstrated that many3He ions can
be accelerated to such high energies. These results can ex-
plain the observations that the3He rich events are almost
always accompanied by energetic electrons with 1–100 keV,
and that many3He ions are accelerated to the energy of the
order of MeV/n.

In this paper, we have considered electrostatic H cyclo-
tron waves whose group velocities are in the region

vgi!vg'!vA , ~33!

FIG. 9. Phase space plots (v i ,v') of the test3He particles in the H cyclo-
tron wave with (kirH ,k'rH)5(0.0011,0.045) andv52V3He at the times
V3Het50 and 800.
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wherevgi andvg' are parallel and perpendicular group ve-
locities, respectively. Because the group velocities are small,
these waves are important near the place where the electrons
are originally accelerated in coronal magnetic tubes. For the
3He acceleration over a long distance, electromagnetic waves
with larger group velocities may be important.
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